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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation adopts an exploratory empirical research method in order to address a subject that has 

recently gained considerable media and corporate attention. The urgent focus on the issue in relation 

to the principles of data protection in corporate governance and the business world results from the fact 

that although the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) affects virtually all companies and 

requires them to employ a data protection officer (DPO), in fact, the reality does not reflect this. Of the 

almost 27 million companies in the European Union required by law to enforce GDPR regulation, most 

have never heard of their requirement to employ a DPO in full compliance with the legislation, even 

though full observance of GDPR became mandatory as of 25 May 2018.  

The current research analyses the role of the DPO and explores its potential to impact on the business 

world. The research assesses the transformational effect the GDPR paradigm has had on the system 

of corporate responsibility of the businesses that must observe it. In particular the competencies and 

responsibility bestowed on the DPO when effectively it gave the role the power to take responsibility for 

and actively influence the direction of a company’s strategic decision-making. 

In order to identify the gaps, the research commences with an examination of the nature of this 

transformational paradigm, focusing on its origin, development and finally its execution. The analysis 

then focuses on the selection, appointment and profile of the DPO and additionally gains insight into the 

role, actions taken, and structural implementation of the DPO role within organizations. Examination of 

the relationship of the DPO with other stakeholders and its relationship with the board produced pertinent 

data, allowing the researcher to come to a number of conclusions as to the impact of GDPR, the DPO’s 

role, and the role’s relevance to corporate governance. 

This qualitative research, using semi-structured interviews, selected interviewees according to the 

criteria adopted, with focus on organizational reputation and the importance of personal data-handling. 

The DPOs were selected from multinational listed companies operating in data-driven sectors (e.g. 

banking, telecommunications, pharmaceuticals and retail) because, as these organizations deal with 

massively sensitive data as an indispensable part of their core business, the DPOs within them play a 

pivotal role in terms of influence. 

What emerged from the research is that the involvement of the DPO differs: sometimes the DPO is 

central to the development of GDPR compliance and sometimes the role is there just to ensure 

compliance and provide training. The research suggests that the DPO does has real influence at board 

level; however, the hypothesis is also that the DPO can directly intervene in the decision-making 

processes of organizations, either in the development or in the execution of GDPR, as a direct result of 

their involvement in the implementation of the strategy.  

Finally, even though GDPR is a very recent paradigm, which means there are no guidelines or case 

laws to refer to, this does not diminish corporate responsibility to comply. However, as businesses often 

rely upon instinct and community, and base practice on trial and error, the consequences – both positive 

and negative – are yet to manifest.  
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1 Synopsis of the Thesis: The Data Protection Officer and Corporate Governance 

Over the last few decades the world has seen unprecedented technological and economic growth. 

Powered by innovative, complex business models, the relationship between communication and IT are 

renowned; and geographic borders meanwhile have become merely dotted lines on a map. Personal 

information has evolved into a valuable commodity; it is used to crucial competitive advantage (Porter, 

1980) by both corporations and governments, while research and academia are struggling to keep up. 

It is undeniable that while use of data can yield great societal and economic benefits, the consequences 

to citizens’ rights to privacy, and other such rights, poses a threat to society: “the abundance and 

persistence of personal data have elevated the risks to individuals’ privacy” (OECD, 2013). 

Personal data protection emerges as a secondary concern because it has the potential to detrimentally 

affect economic growth and hinder innovation. This reality is visible currently in corporate governance. 

Fostered by evolving partnerships and new techniques to take advantage of data, the lack of 

responsibility taken by organizations, voluntarily, in relation to the protection and/or abuse of personal 

data, had become noticeably unacceptably poor. The future of data is uncertain if, as Moore’s Law 

(1965) holds, the expectation is that the amount of data stored and transacted will continue to double 

about every two years in unexpected ways. The current dissertation examines the concerns around 

what purposes data can serve, the nature of which undoubtedly is set to change greatly over the next 

few years. Therefore, the data that corporations store for undefined purposes to use later, to either gain 

or maintain a competitive advantage, and the consequences it may have for sustainability and 

reputational risk, are relevant. 

Trust and accountability, inevitably, are crucial preoccupations for all stakeholders. While there are 

several regulations and guidelines available to corporations, the EU’s General Data Protection 

Regulation – commonly referred to as GDPR (approved on 27 April 2016; effective from 25 May 2018) 

– imposed a set of procedures, the effects of which have been felt most keenly within the business 

community, which demand a change in mentality. GDPR “forced” companies not only to understand the 

regulatory framework that would require them to adapt their technological systems, organizational 

models and processes, but also to comply with it. Ultimately, GDPR changed the paradigm from hetero-

regulation to mandatory regulation with the “privacy by default” rules (WP29, 2018). This means that 

corporations are now responsible for inception of compliance with GDPR regulation, including employing 

and developing the role of the Data Protection Officer (DPO). However, the corporate governance 

currently in place is not yet fully prepared to assimilate the paradigm shift.  

The current dissertation focuses on the future of data protection in the business world and in wider 

society, with the objective, in the words of the European Parliament and of the Council (2016), that “the 

processing of personal data should be designed to serve mankind”. 
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2 Research Methodology, Method, Conceptual Framework and Ethics 

The research methodology and methods chosen to develop this research have taken a pragmatic realist 

approach. A methodology first developed by Charles Sanders Peirce (1839–1914), Duarte Pitta Ferraz 

(2012) also adopted it for the purposes of his research. In essence, pragmatism takes the stance that 

fixed and external standards do not determine “truth”, but rather that truth emerges from a process of 

interpretation (Mounce, 1997). Peirce presents a structure for the idea of abduction, treating it as a 

precursor to deduction and induction, as a way to create “scientific knowledge”. Abduction is associated 

with the utilization of knowledge to identify the potential cause of a problem (Fisher, 2007). 

Pragmatism draws attention to the philosophical views that constitute traditions, this in order to identify 

what is actually being claimed when certain properties emerge and are advocated (El-Hania, 2002); 

while realism is a philosophical theory, partly metaphysical and partly empirical, which can be tested by 

experience but often goes beyond it (Leplin, 1984). Rescher (2000) develops an argument for pragmatic 

realism by advocating that the main objective of science is to present a model of reality that is useful, 

and stresses that realism represents a presupposition of inquiry. Pragmatism in the main is 

characterized by the relationship between theory and praxis, these sharing a common interpretation of 

truth, complemented by their relationship in practice (Ferraz, 2012). 

Applied fields have made use of qualitative-data research only since the 1980s, including in business 

studies, where the shift generally has been more towards the qualitative paradigm (Ferraz, 2012). 

Qualitative data then became a source of enlightening information, made up of rich explanations of 

undeniable quality, obtained from interviews and organized into convincing incidents or stories, 

supported by a conceptual framework (Miles, 1994). Pragmatism puts emphasis on practice and 

discourse, rendering meaningless any discussion about the reality independent of human theories and 

conceptualizations; pragmatism, therefore, provides a philosophical framework to support a “realist 

interpretation” of reality (El-Hania, 2002). 

The current research uses the data from semi-structured interviews of Data Protection Officers from 

multinational listed companies as its central method. The decision to interview a number of elites was, 

as Bellamy (2011) observes, due to the interviewees’ relationship specifically to the area of the research. 

Complimenting this method were bibliographical analysis, secondary data and qualitative research data 

to identify opportunities and gaps. Particular emphasis is on multinational companies, with a strong 

presence in the Portuguese economy, maybe using a diversity of corporate governance rules and 

decision-making processes.  

The interviews acquired special relevance in this dissertation, since the research explores a recent 

reality for which there is limited secondary data and academic research available to explore. From a 

social science perspective, John Dewey (1859–1952) also stressed the importance of the connection 

between theory and practice by taking a social and a community-based view of “theory and knowledge”. 

Theory should be tested by acting upon it, he advocates, and its truth, or otherwise, will emerge through 

the development of a social consensus. This is perhaps the core of pragmatism: there are no definitive 

or authoritative ways of determining truth; rather, what is true is that which is of use (Ferraz, 2012). In 
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gathering the statements of the interviewees, while their views were limited to their respective sectors 

and experiences as DPOs, their insights were not replicable. Learning of their knowledge and expertise, 

their particular interests and involvement made a valuable contribution to the research. Nonetheless, 

their assessments represented in some cases the “politically correct” (Florence, 2015) point of view, due 

to internal influences and their professional responsibilities and ambitions. Hence, it was felt that the 

pragmatic-realist methodology was the most appropriate way to produce results suitable to the 

characteristics and objectives of the research (Ferraz, 2012), and thus this is why the researcher 

adopted a pragmatic-realist qualitative research methodology. 

3 Corporate Governance and the Role of the Data Protection Officer 

There is great political interest in the role of the DPO in corporate governance, induced by market 

globalization, weakened entry barriers and aspirations to take the competitive advantage. The EU and 

other nations have the utmost interest in protecting a valuable commodity such as data (WP29, 2018).  

The critical literature review, which initially employed Hart’s (1999) methodology to source the relevant 

literature, has since been updated and reviewed to identify the connections between themes, theories 

and the current research according to the research objectives – that is, to identify the impact of the 

DPO’s role in listed multinational firms’ strategic decision-making processes. Thus, this section analyses 

the multidisciplinary relationship between the reciprocal obligations of governance and the DPO. 

Furthermore, this section explores the questions pertaining to the obligation of organizations to appoint 

a DPO, the benefits and the difficulties, and observation of how the DPO fits both into the current 

corporate governance models and into the relevant concepts of corporate governance—that is, the 

concepts developed by the Cadbury Committee (1991) and IFC (2017, 2015).  

A transformation of corporate mentality is required in order to respond effectively and compliantly to the 

change in paradigm, which largely redefines privacy, and introduces new functions and importance to 

the role of the DPO. This redefinition is still in its first year and therefore has not yet brought any 

noticeable change, while any response from or improvements to corporate governance are not yet 

apparent either. Inevitably, the business world will take time to adapt to the innovations presented by 

GDPR and, in particular, to realize the DPO’s impact on corporate governance and the “Defence model” 

put forward by FERMA/ECIIA (2006), which is comparable to what already happens with other important 

functions such as auditors and accountants.  

Detailed analysis of the regime that regulates the DPO and the role’s impact on corporate governance 

are both vital in order to understand the DPO’s influence over the decision-making processes of 

corporations. Further analysis of whether the DPO can either directly or indirectly block or promote 

certain strategic decisions is also necessary, in order to see if this influence over decision-making results 

from the responsibilities bestowed on the postholder by the EU. These responsibilities bestowed on the 

DPO by the EU include an obligation for the postholder to formally inform the board and supervisory 

authorities of breaches. At the same time, however, the role of the DPO has been given protection by 

various principles, which means that the postholder cannot be penalized or dismissed for any reason in 

relation to the performance of their duties (GDPR, 2016). The current research utilizes the business-
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strategy perspective developed by Michael Porter (1996) in order to analyse the question of how the 

DPO intervenes in the definition stage of a strategy and whether this effects the subsequent allocation 

of scarce resources, capital and human resources.  

The role of the DPO acquires particular relevance in terms of the future of corporate governance, 

especially as the introduction of the role came about as part of the “privacy by design” standard within 

organizations and that appointing someone to the role is compulsory (WP29, 2018). Inevitably, 

therefore, corporate governance (models) must adapt to this new reality (GDPR, 2016). Historically, the 

purpose of corporate governance was to look after the interests of shareholders, but according to several 

economists, now “most authors define the question of corporate governance as the means by which 

shareholders control the board of directors” (Lenoble, 2003). A recent shift to meet the interests of all 

stakeholders (IPCG, 2018) means that the DPO’s role will inevitably influence this objective. This is an 

understanding mirrored by both the German Corporate Governance Code (2017) and the UK Corporate 

Governance Code (2018). As data is an increasingly valuable commodity, essential to the future 

prosperity of organizations, it is therefore essential that all businesses should take responsibility and 

invest in their systems of accountability and competences to “ensure the continued existence of the 

company and its sustainable value and its sustainable value creation” (DCGK, 2017). Designed 

specifically to assist such sustainability, the guidelines state that the DPO’s role in data protection should 

be transparent (HEDPL, 2018), which is achievable by implementation and update of the corporate 

structure, codes of conduct and corporate guidelines. Thus, as the subjects and gaps need to be 

identified in order for the theory and practical conclusions to emerge, Figure 1 (Relationships and 

Subjects), below, illustrates the intrinsic relationships and subjects pertaining to good corporate 

governance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1: Relationships and Subjects 
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3.1 History and evolution of the role of DPO in corporate governance 

Privacy and data protection are ancient concepts, but the reality surrounding them has changed 

dramatically in the last century. From the emergence of automatic-computerized processing, to limitless 

data-storage capabilities, to the instant recording of events (photography and video), to the “post-

industrial revolution” (Bell, 1973), data has always been a valuable commodity. While data is of growing 

economic value, organizations and governments often retain large amounts of personal data for a 

number of purposes. Invariably, as with anything of value, security, protection and misappropriation are 

relevant subjects (IAPP, 2018a). 

Historically, the European Convention of Human Rights of 4 November 1950 was the first major step, 

elevating privacy to a fundamental human right: “The protection of natural persons in relation to the 

processing of personal data is a fundamental right” (The Charter, 2000). The International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights (United Nations, 19 December 1966) followed. Thenceforth, privacy-protection 

become a global concern, with many of the world’s organizations conducting studies and introducing 

regulation and guidelines. Of particular importance among these are the work developed by the 

European Union’s system of Binding Corporate Rules, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation’s Cross-

Border Privacy Rules System, and the OECD. The OECD actively participates in protecting economic 

development and any negative impact data might have on the global economy, especially among OECD 

members. The first major development came with the OECD’s “Privacy Guidelines” in 1980, reviewed 

in 2013 to meet the “changing technologies, markets and user behaviour, and the growing importance 

of digital identities” (OECD-PF, 2013). The EU continues to develop important regulations and directives, 

with their first key development with regard to personal privacy the Directive 95/46/EC of the European 

Parliament, followed by that of the Council. With the Treaty of Lisbon in December 2009, the EU elevated 

the right to privacy to the status of a separate fundamental right (The Charter, 2000). More recently, the 

EU substituted the Directive 95/46/EC with GDPR (approved 27 April 2016, with effect of 25 May 2018), 

which adapted the fundamental right in order for it to meet the current and future reality, with mandatory 

and direct application to all member states.  

GDPR has revolutionized the way that organizations should seek to protect data, demanding a different 

corporate mentality and introducing two new principles, of data protection by design and data protection 

by default. Furthermore, GDPR introduced another substantial change in the regulation, changing it from 

a system of notification to a principle of accountability. Essentially this means that now both corporations 

and governments are responsible for the conception of an internal data-handling policy to protect 

people’s data, with heavy consequences for mishandling said data – in other words, for not complying 

with GDPR. At the same time, GDPR elevated the role of the DPO (from the previous Directive 

95/46/EC), increasing the DPO’s responsibility and accountability and making the appointment of a DPO 

mandatory for many corporations and business sectors, including in all the public services and religious 

institutions. EU member states are currently busy developing GDPR policy, whose development, 

implementation, and monitoring the EU left in the hands of individual nations’ and organizations’ internal 

regulatory systems themselves to implement use of the guidelines. This includes creating or updating 

supervisory authorities and the development of administrative, civil commercial and criminal procedures, 
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legislation, codes of conduct, as well as the recruitment of a DPO to meet the mandatory appointment 

of someone in this role in all public services. Thus, while the main concern of the EU’s regulation is the 

protection of a fundamental human right to privacy, the objective, however, is to assure such protection 

is forthcoming, while at the same time safeguarding the freedoms of the EU so as not to limit economic 

growth or innovation (GDPR, 2016).  

The fundamental ideas behind data protection have always been a secondary concern to corporations 

and governments alike, although the concept has always had an elevated status (OCDE, 2013). The 

reason behind this may very well be the fact that data is not yet easily taxable; and similarly, that the 

role of the DPO is a recent one, introduced less than 30 years ago. The role of the DPO has attracted 

plenty of attention since GDPR came into effect (25 May 2018), yet studies, guidelines and 

recommendations regarding its specific function are limited, and in some areas non-existent. In short, 

with such great importance given to data protection recently, inevitably, the world’s leading organizations 

must comply and thus corporate governance must also reflect this recent reality (OCDE, 2013). 

3.2 The obligations of corporations: Appointment and profile of a DPO 

This section looks at appointment of the DPO from the perspective of the corporation and the intrinsic 

complexity that establishing the role poses. Appointing a DPO is an additional compliance responsibility 

rather than an obligation, with the responsibility for the appointment of the DPO falling entirely on the 

corporation (GDPR, 2016). From the perspective of corporations, therefore, it represents an additional 

cost without any immediate return. Even though this was never the intention behind the idea of the DPO 

appointment, the grievance is partially true however, at least in the short-term. Nonetheless, the 

expectation is that, long-term, the DPO role will benefit corporate culture and improve the value 

proposition of and for corporations (CCEPC, 2018). 

The rules pertaining to the hiring of the DPO leave a wide margin for manoeuvre with regard to 

competences, expertise, skills and ability (CCEPC, 2018). This is understandable, however, if you 

consider the millions of corporations in the EU and the different corporate governance models in effect 

among those millions and then those of the separate member states as well. While there are no clear 

obligatory competencies that the DPO needs to possess as such, with regard to educational 

background, certification, degree, or minimum experience, it is compulsory that the DPO’s appointment 

reflects the complexity, volume and, most importantly, sensitivity of the data and related issues that arise 

within the organization (GDPR, 2016). There are qualifications that a DPO candidate needs to have, 

such as “expert knowledge of data protection law and practices” (GDPR, 2016), and the postholder 

should own management and communication skills to better deal with the management/board, internal 

staff and supervisory authorities. In addition, the DPO should have management-level experience in 

cyber security, risk and compliance, as well as knowledge of organizational IT infrastructures, business 

models and governance (CCEPC, 2018). 

Well-known is that the recruitment and hiring of the DPO is a complex process with an inherent high-

level risk (WP29, 2018). The risk arises from the fact that it is the responsibility of the organization to 

demonstrate and justify its choice of DPO; an inept choice of DPO is a valid reason for non-compliance 
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(CCEPC, 2018). In essence, the board appoints the DPO, and the DPO should report directly to the 

board, yet the DPO is not answerable to the board but to the data protection laws. Penalizing or 

dismissing the DPO for any reason in relation to performing his or her role is a breach of GDPR. In 

addition, in order to comply, the DPO must have free access to virtually all departments and processes 

(HEDPL, 2918), which presents an additional difficulty in terms of implementation. 

3.3 Appointment: Considerations and parameters 

By default, historically, compliance with data protection has been in the hands of IT managers or the 

chief data officer (HEDPL, 2018). The intention of GDPR is not to undermine the jobs these personnel 

do to protect data in any way; for, according to GDPR, the role of the DPO fills a specific gap in data-

protection compliance, which concerns the protection of the individual rather than the business. 

Therefore, the limits and incompatibilities between the DPO and other roles happen to relate to and 

overlap with the jobs of the self-same IT managers or chief data officers (IAPP, 2018a) with whom 

responsibility for data protection has historically been placed. 

When corporations go about appointing a DPO they must take into account multiple considerations, and 

must define the parameters for the position founded on two fundamental concepts: the principle of 

independence and the existence of conflicts of interest (GDPR, 2016). There are other relevant 

considerations that must be taken into account to support the appointment of the DPO, including the 

parameters of the job within the organization and the level of skill enumerated according to the different 

regulations, guidelines and national legislation. Some such parameters are: time-availability, resources, 

competence and organizational relevance, expertise in risk and IT evaluation, credibility and assurance 

that there is no conflict of interest; independence and confidentiality, legal expertise, cultural and global 

awareness and having the “common touch”, leadership and project-management skills, and board-level 

relationship management, (HEDPL, 2918).  

Looking at this from the business perspective, another relevant competency is of the utmost interest: 

the DPO should also have knowledge and experience of the organization’s trade, products/services and 

market. Essentially, this should include knowledge about how the organization earns its revenue, the 

strategies in place and the resources at hand (IAPP, 2018b).  

This extensive list of requirements is fundamental at two levels: first, in order for corporations and 

prospective DPO applicants to verify that their qualifications and experience fulfils the main requisites 

of the post. Second, that the DPO is able, as part of his or her function, to validate if the corporation is 

complying with GPDR (WP29, 2018), which includes the choice of DPO, and therefore means that the 

DPO must check if she or he fulfils the necessary skills and competences to perform the DPO function. 

This vast set of requirements will no doubt evolve over time as corporations put them into practice, 

learning from their own and others good practices as well as mistakes.  

3.3.1. Responsibility and accountability of the DPO and corporation 

Responsibility and accountability are the cornerstones of data protection, and by extension are therefore 

the main requisites of the role of DPO (GDPR, 2016). These acquire particular importance when 

examining the current hypothesis, as both are essential to determining whether the DPO can or cannot 
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intervene in decisions that have bearing on data protection. These two different interconnected and 

dependent concepts (WP29, 2018) need analysing from two different perspectives – both the 

perspective of the corporation and from the DPO’s viewpoint. From the perspective of corporations, 

organizations are subject to the fines established by GDPR as well as liable to pay compensation to any 

offended parties. In contrast, the DPO is not directly responsible for paying either the fines or 

compensation. Nevertheless, GDPR (WP29, 2018) leaves the question of the DPO’s personal liability 

wide open. Such a possibility is a paramount concern, for not only does it increase risk in terms of the 

DPO’s performance in carrying out the role, but it also limits the ability of the DPO to perform the role’s 

intended objectives.  

Deepening the complexity of the issue still further: while the responsibilities of the DPO lay primarily in 

assuring the protection of personal data, as the person responsible, the DPO must also do everything 

in his or her power to ensure compliance. Nevertheless, limits to this objective lie not only in the 

company’s ability to provide the DPO with the necessary resources, but also to give free access to all 

areas of the organization in order to perform the DPO function, including in sensitive areas and in highly 

confidential matters (GDPR, 2016). As to the DPO’s responsibility in situations where there is a breach, 

for the first such event the responsibility may only fall on the person/entity who committed the breach, 

but there seems to be some consent that when breach events are repeated the DPO will be held 

responsible under civil, administrative or criminal law (WP29, 2016) as well. Therefore, the inference is 

that it is in the DPO’s best interests when confronted with recurring scenarios to act immediately to avoid 

them, doing so either through the complaints procedure or, if required, to intervene by shaping decisions, 

as this dissertation hypothesizes. 

With regard to the accountability of the DPO, in recent years, due in large part to the high number of 

data-breaches and many mediatic cases, “the principle of accountability received renewed attention as 

a means to promote and define organizational responsibility for privacy protection” (OECD, 2004). There 

are many important principles regarding data protection that the laws and regulations legitimize. 

Nonetheless, there is a crucial one among these for the DPO; this is the accountability principle, whereby 

the DPO is a “cornerstone of this principle of accountability” (WP29, 2016). All the other principles are 

unworkable without the existence and implementation of the accountability principle. The accountability 

principle states simply that the DPO is accountable for complying with the measures that are effective 

to the principles regarding data protection (OECD, 2004). Therefore, the question arises: if the 

accountability of the DPO is limited to this extent, then how can she or he intervene or influence 

decisions? As stated above, the research recognizes that the DPO holds limited liability according to 

GDPR for the consequences of strategies and decisions put in practice by the board. However, with the 

professional integrity of the DPO at stake, with his or her responsibilities bestowed by the board, 

inevitably the DPO is going to feel directly accountable for any decisions and, therefore, feel that actively 

intervening is in his or her own best interests. 

3.3.2. The independence principle and conflict of interest 

While the accountability principle (GDPR, 2016) regulates the “accountability” of acts, the independence 

principle regulates the DPO’s ability to exercise such acts; that is, to fulfil the role of the job. As the DPO 
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is responsible for a variety of tasks, the independence principle is in place to ensure that the DPO can 

perform his or her function, even though the DPO may be responsible for several public authorities and 

bodies (OECD, 2018). Nevertheless, applying it to corporate culture is a highly complex and challenging 

task to accomplish. It is made especially complicated by the fact that the DPO can perform other tasks 

and have other contractual obligations. This becomes the more salient when considering that the DPO 

can be held responsible if she or he does not fulfil the obligations of the role (HEDPL, 2918), while in 

contrast, employees, contractors and management may not be held responsible for incompetent or 

negligent decisions in this way in their day-to-day jobs. 

These principles work in partnership with the obligation of the DPO to abide by the secrecy and 

confidentiality rules that apply to their role (WP29, 2018). Secrecy and confidentiality are of special 

relevance to the role of the DPO and are essential to him or her carrying out his or her duties effectively. 

However, it is difficult to comprehend the real scope and practical execution of the role in this regard, 

for the research suggests that there are significant obstacles in the implementation of this cornerstone 

principle (OECD, 2013). One of these obstacles deserves detailed examination, as it is a relevant 

indicator to measure the DPO’s influence at board level. Compliance with legislation around secrecy 

and confidentiality are fundamental responsibilities in some professions (i.e. for lawyers, medics and 

priests) (IAPP, 2018a). However, while these responsibilities in professions such as these are essential, 

the result of years of study and certification, in the case of a DPO, the same responsibilities simply result 

from an appointment from a corporation. Currently, the academic framework and appropriate 

certification to provide the trust factor to a profession such as the DPO does not exist, which raises the 

question as to how and where the DPO will gain the trust and the reputational respect the role demands 

(IAPP, 2018a). 

Finally, supplementing the principle of independence are the rules relating to limiting any conflict of 

interest in the performance of the DPO’s duties (GDPR, 2016), especially since the DPO can fulfil a 

number of other related tasks and duties (OECD, 2013). Nonetheless, the task of ensuring that no 

conflict of interest interferes in successful implementation of the role of the DPO lies in the hands of the 

corporation and the DPO. Furthermore, corporations (in a case-by-case way) can develop internal 

guidelines and identify incompatible positions, but even with the extensive list of principles and rules still 

it is challenging for any employee or subcontractor to place the responsibilities that come with the role 

of DPO (IAPP, 2018b) above his or her own personal professional aspirations.  

3.4 Who fits the DPO profile? A problem for corporate governance 

The question of what makes the ideal DPO profile has particular relevance in the field of corporate 

governance, and this is the subject of this section of the dissertation. The research demonstrates that 

this question of DPO profile, which is still in the early stages of development, is causing uncertainty in 

the business community because there is no conclusive answer. The researcher seeks to answer the 

question “Who fits the DPO profile?” This is a three-pronged question, which reflects the complexity of 

the role: asking whether as currently regulated, the DPO can gain or be shown to already have the 

necessary competencies; whether the role influences board-level decisions; and whether shareholders, 

the board and stakeholders can trust that the person appointed has the correct capabilities and influence 
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to perform their duties. Therefore, this question, “Who fits the DPO profile?” (IAPP, 2018c), is of 

significant importance.  

Consider the following aspects of the role of the DPO: the DPO is responsible to apprise and advise the 

board, senior management, his or her team, and employees generally, essentiality every part of the 

corporation. The DPO is also responsible for monitoring compliance, raising awareness and general 

and specific training, reporting to the auditors and supervisory authorities, as well as performing an 

active role by intervening in the day-to-day business of the organization (GDPR, 2016). Furthermore, 

the DPO must have extensive legal and IT expertise, which are two areas that in general do not develop 

together either at an academic or professional level. Thus, subsequently this mismatch, between desired 

competencies professionally and the educational resources or workplace training to facilitate the role, 

creates a shortage of qualified personnel, implying that several companies will be experiencing and will 

continue to experience difficulties recruiting an experienced DPO (HEDPL, 2918). Therefore, the scope 

of the role of DPO – the safeguarding of stakeholders’ interests – and the DPO’s position and 

responsibilities within an organization, directly affect the rules of corporate governance, which must 

adapt, assimilate and outline the function in accordance with the law. Additionally, the number of 

qualified DPOs globally in the next few years are expected to reach 75,000 (IAPP, 2018c), but this is a 

small number in comparison to the corporations currently operational, thus a potential skills shortage is 

generating yet another obstacle.  

As inferred, readying organizations to meet all the requirements of GDPR presents challenges. 

Compounding this is a lack of transparency (illustrated in Figures 2a,p. 20 and 2b p. 28) whereby the 

owner of the data (the individual) has no direct control over the choice of a DPO or voice to challenge 

the decision, and thus, without having access to the postholder personally, there must be an implicit 

trust that the DPO employed is suitably qualified. Other obstacles arise in addition, such as enforcement, 

as this varies according to jurisdiction and, thus, inevitably, there are the leaner and less effective 

authorities (WP29, 2018). Taking Portugal as an example, as this aspect of compliance was one of the 

gaps the research highlighted, three years after approval of GDPR Portugal has yet to implement the 

mandatory regulation and procedures of it. This has resulted in a deficiency of resources, infrastructure 

and enforcement (EDPD, 2019). In addition to the various principles and mandatory rules listed by the 

GDPR guidelines, there are the mandatory rules and principles of corporate governance that are already 

in place. Thus, while a practical implementation of both regimes is required, the current research shows 

that this has created a complex and expensive challenge for corporations, because without concrete 

and consistent guidance on implementation of GDPR, multiple governance systems have been adopted 

in relation to the choice of and implementation of the DPO role (Figure 4, p. 41). This lack of 

standardization reflects negatively on the internal rules of corporate governance, which is an effect 

identified as a gap in the current research. Thus, while acknowledging that there is no one option that 

all companies should adopt, still the research suggests that the existence of dozens of potential solutions 

to comply with GDPR cannot benefit stakeholders’ interests.  

From the perspective of academic research and the business world this situation creates an interesting 

gap, especially considering that the guiding principles of corporate governance put “trust and 
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transparency” (OECD, 2016) at the top of the list. To comply with the extensive requisites and rules 

imposed by GDPR and simultaneously to provide stakeholders’ assurance that they can trust the DPO, 

certification, a multi-task team, and a Fit and Proper (F&P) regime seem to provide possible solutions, 

these are hypothesised immediately below in the current research to overcome this gap.  

First is the DPO’s certification. A solution to the matter is already being developed by the Spanish data 

protection agency (Agencia Española de Protección de Datos, 2018), which appears to be a viable 

solution, with greater feasibility, and especially advantageous for small and medium size corporations. 

Second is another solution that is best suited to multinational companies that do not tend to handle 

highly sensitive data. This involves the appointment of, or outsourcing to, a DPO multi-operational team 

composed of lawyers, IT and other professional specialized in the specific business sector. Third is a 

solution of utmost interest to corporate governance. This solution is directed especially at sectors with 

a large stake in society and the world economy, and where data is of fundamental importance to the 

core business. This option would suit organizations such as those operating in the financial, 

pharmaceutical, IT and social media sectors, where it is suggested that they should adopt a system of 

rules analogous to the F&P regime that is currently in force within the banking and financial sectors. 

There are many similarities between the principles and skills required for compliance with GDPR and 

the F&P regime (Ferraz & Castro, 2018), thus looking to F&P could benefit the appointment of DPOs. 

The intention behind the creation of the F&P regime was that it would act as a gate-keeping function for 

credit institutions and investment firms, both to safeguard their composition, appointment and 

succession policies and the qualifications of the management body, i.e. on the board of directors, key 

individuals and representatives. The evaluation of the F&P regime resulted from a need to correct the 

management deficiencies identified in the governance of banks, which led to excessive management 

risk taking and allowed inadequate compensation practices (Ferraz & Nannicini, 2018). The F&P regime 

is now compulsory for the appointment of members to the management bodies of significant credit 

institutions that fall under the direct supervision of the European Central Bank. Examples of the relevant 

similarities between F&P regime and GDPR are the political and economic objectives (Basel Committee, 

1999), which are there to help rebuild the public’s trust in the financial sector and to restore the sector’s 

reputation, as well as to improve the security and soundness of individual Institutions (Ferraz & 

Nannicini, 2018). Another similarity with GDPR is the F&P regime’s purpose as a prevention and 

supervision tool, whereby its role is also to assess continually individuals’ ability to make sound, 

objective and independent decisions and judgements, directly in order to safeguard and protect the 

company’s reputation. Furthermore, the purpose of the F&P regime (EBA, 2017) is to guarantee, through 

assessment of its different criteria, that the management body has adequate expertise, competence and 

independence; furthermore, that they are able to commit sufficient time and effort to accomplish their 

responsibilities effectively, and that there is no conflict of interest. Collectively, the F&P criteria plays a 

crucial role in assuring that the management body has adequate qualifications, expertise and experience 

relevant to each of the material activities of the institution, and that it has a full understanding of the 

nature of the business and its risks (EBA, 2017). Other similarities exist with regard to rights to access, 

conflicts of interest and independence of mind – thus, according to the F&P regime, if the member has 

other jobs or professional interests that may collide with the functions of their post, for example, being 
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on the board of a computing company, this might inhibit the individual’s suitability. Another is the time 

commitment – according to the F&P rules the member must demonstrate that he or she has the time to 

develop the functions and responsibilities attributed. Ultimately, the aim of the F&P regime is to improve 

financial culture, and to develop managers who are capable of making “good profit” decisions in order 

to build sustainable organizations (Ferraz & Nannicini, 2018).  

As the many similarities between both requisites are also common in most legal regimes governing the 

selection of positions of public-private interest, it would seem advantageous to take the positive 

elements of the F&P regime and implement them in GDPR. These positive elements, alongside the 

motivation to make this comparison, is due mainly to the possible inclusion of the fitness and propriety 

tests of the F&P regime when making DPO appointments (EBA, 2017). The fitness test evaluates the 

individual’s expertise and competence to fulfil their responsibilities. Competence is evaluated using 

evidence of formal qualifications, previous experience and record of accomplishments. The propriety 

tests assess the individual’s integrity and suitability (Basel Committee, 1999). The adoption of a similar 

test for the appointment of DPOs appears to be a measure that could benefit both corporations and the 

EU’s efforts to protect personal data, not only by helping shore up compliance but also by harmonizing 

the regulation. Notwithstanding, while a certification regime might prove to be more advantageous with 

less risk attached, this route would represent a higher cost for corporations and individuals and thus 

could potentially affect the revenue of governments. In contrast, GDPR and EDPD (2019) have instituted 

and developed an accreditation system for the certification bodies of the supervisory and regulatory 

institutions of each country. This could either demonstrate a lack of confidence in the current institutions 

ability to supervise these areas, or could express recognition that there is a clear institutional gap, 

reflected in the corporations also, which comes in the shape of a distinct lack of qualified personnel to 

enable full compliance with GDPR (EDPD, 2018).  

To conclude this section on the F&P regime’s relevance to GDPR, it is clear that a solution is needed to 

mitigate the issues and gaps identified in relation to GDPR. It is also clear that there is a need to demand 

that corporate governance is based on the recruitment of “fit” leaders who own the ability to manage the 

rapidly evolving, transnational institutions that seem increasingly intangible by geographic dispersion 

(Ferraz & Nannicini, 2018). Thus, a significant component in the future selection of DPOs may be to 

implement “transparent selection processes that includes effective mechanisms of identification of 

potential candidates and […] for nomination, proposals for election or co-option, those with the highest 

merit” (IPGG, 2016), as already exists for the selection of board members in many jurisdictions. 

3.5 The DPO transition to Corporate Governance 

This final section, bearing in mind the discussion above, examines how introduction of the DPO can 

improve corporate governance. The very positioning of the DPO within an organization already provides 

insight into whether and how the DPO intervenes in decisions and how much the role influences the 

organization’s decision-making, or whether the impact of the DPO on the decision-making processes of 

the organization is minimal. Therefore, it is necessary to define the introduction of the DPO in corporate 

governance, which can be understood either by looking at the appointment process or by observing the 

level of responsibility and/or positioning of the DPO within an organization. Undeniably, the figure of the 
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DPO assumes a role with an elevated status and influence, such that non-introduction of a DPO may 

have a perverse and negative effect on the organization in the long term. Therefore, the hypothesis is 

that the positioning of the DPO in relation to internal governance and its functions should make use of 

the “lines of defence model” developed by the FERMA/ECIIA. 

Using the “lines of defence model” as the foundation, the objective of which is to protect all stakeholders, 

shareholders and the board, the model succinctly states that corporations have three independent 

control functions or lines of defence, these are internal audit, risk and compliance (FERMA/ECIIA, 2916). 

According to the analysis of the interviews, the DPO exercises all three functions, with special emphasis 

on the compliance function (EDPD, 2018). Nonetheless, while seeking to enforce the principles of 

independence, conflict of interest, and the extensive list of mandated tasks, the DPO cannot be placed 

within the compliance department or any other similar department, or be controlled directly by senior 

management, because the DPO is mandated directly by the board. The situation becomes even more 

complicated, however, since the DPO cannot be a former or current employee of any of these 

departments, bar the full-time allocation of personnel holding senior positions in those departments. As 

such, the question arises: how will organizations (re)structure their corporate governance structure to 

enable the DPO to exercise an independent compliance control function? 

Three theoretical positions of the DPO with organizations have been hypothesized as Figure 4 (p. 30) 

illustrates, although none is optimal for all types of organizations. Therefore, a case-by-case evaluation 

founded on complexity and size would seem the most appropriate measure. Positioning the DPO at 

senior management level (Figure 4a, p. 31) is a solution that seems to be in line with the aims of GDPR. 

In addition, a fourth line of defence (Figure 4b, p. 31) was implemented in the figure of an external DPO 

(similar to the position of an external auditor) (Figure 4c, p. 31). Interestingly, the research concludes 

that companies currently position the DPO in the organization across all of the hypothesized positions 

and, thus, there is no obvious most popular place to position the DPO. Why this has come about is not 

clear, it could simply be down to choice, or could mean that companies are still uncertain about where 

best to place the DPO within the organization. 

The DPO’s position in an organization is currently exclusively a board decision, and as all organizations 

seem to insert the DPO in different positions within the organizational set-up according to their own 

preferences, there is no concrete conclusion as to which suits the role’s aims better. However, as most 

DPOs have only been in practice for a short period, one could assume that organizations are still 

adapting and defining their internal governance. The position as outlined by the organization, besides 

the internal rules implemented, inevitably defines the DPO’s influence within the organization. Internal-

governance assessments should monitor how the DPO influences and interacts with the board and the 

other departments and whether the DPO is directly involved in the decision-making process of the board, 

either by offering guidance or formally providing opinions, or whether the DPO is involved only at a later 

stage with the development and implementation of strategies. Both propositions allow for speculation 

about the real value of the DPO in a firm’s strategic decision-making processes.  
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4 Qualitative Research: Interviewees, Gaps, and Research Conclusions 

Following the review of the literature, this section will describe the interview process, collection of data 

and examination of the discursive material. It will draw conclusions by analysing the semi-structured 

interviews and qualitative research in order to elucidate the hypothesis presented above. More 

specifically, focus in this respect will fall on whether the DPO does have a direct or indirect influence 

over an organization’s strategic decision-making processes. In addition, this section will provide the 

profiles of the interviewees selected for the research and the criteria implemented for their selection.  

All the interviewees approached are currently DPOs practicing in multinational listed companies with a 

large presence in Portugal. These companies are operating in the finance, fintech and pharmaceutical 

sectors. All of the interviewees own knowledge of their organization’s sector and GDPR policy and have 

a breadth of experience in performing the job, with the potential to produce and expose pertinent 

research results. The researcher recorded the interviews and took notes. He transcribed the interviews 

from the notes and recordings and translated the same into English. The division of the questionnaire 

reflected the topic and the gap that was being explored. Each of the interviewees signed a confidentiality 

agreement. As the interviews adopted the principle of confidentiality and anonymity, the interviewees 

remain anonymous by using pseudonyms, yet with unidentifiable profiles to indicate their 

responsibilities, type of organization and their position, whether an internal or external DPO. 

The questionnaire was organized into three parts: framework-introduction, core-development and 

conclusion. The framework-introduction focused on the appointment and implementation of the DPO. 

The core-development section focused on the relationship and power-dynamic with the different players 

– the board, employees and stakeholders. Finally, the interviews concluded with a discussion based on 

facts about the role of the DPO in the strategic decision-making process. 

Analysis of the recorded interviews began by listening back and selecting the most relevant statements 

to emerge from the interviews. Then these statements were organized according to topic, gap, and 

interviewee. The narrative was constructed by weaving in the relevant material from the research 

according to gap and topic, to part-fill the gaps, and then weaving in the viewpoints expressed by the 

interviewees. Conclusions were drawn according to gap and topic, and a global conclusion, emerging 

from the research, allowed recommendations to develop in order to bridge the research gaps identified. 

4.1 Framework-introduction: obligations, impact, appointment and profile of the DPO 

Identifying the main changes brought about by GDPR and by the elevation of the DPO’s importance, 

the interviewees referred to the transformation of mentality or mindset their organizations were 

undergoing as the foremost improvement, as mentioned by Richard R.: “The model has completely 

changed; the company is totally responsible for what it does. Whatever you do is your responsibility. 

The DPO appears as an advisor, holding the flag. At one time or another it is consciousness; it is the 

cricket of companies.” Other organizations took up the momentum and went a step further “[...] reflecting 

on the processes, revisiting the processes, not only to comply with the law, but to make them more 

efficient”, for which they needed to “be very reactive at this initial stage and for the next few years.” 

(Francis C.) There was identification of numerous obstacles with reference to the complexity of the 
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administrative process, which now is seen as the only way to implement this new mentality, in particular: 

“Virtually every company member was involved, some with more responsibility and others with less.” 

(Richard R.) Similarly, Francis C. describes the process as being far more complex that initially thought: 

“It is an area in which it is difficult to give people autonomy.” Additional difficulties brought about by hiring 

subcontractors was seen by Albert C. saw as the biggest challenge and risk: “We pass data to 

companies, but how can we ensure that these companies comply with the rules? The management of 

subcontractors is one of the biggest challenges facing the organization. How do we control this risk? 

How do we control the chain of subcontractors?” As expected, the risk of hefty fines and penalties is a 

constant preoccupation. Nonetheless, organizations adapted to it and assimilated it as another business 

risk, “Personal data, is personal data, and we need it to work and grow sales, etc.” (Richard R.), which 

makes it clear that many organizations will continue to work with data because they must do so, despite 

the risk, and even when mandated on the limits. 

Not surprisingly, organizations woke up late to the reality of GDPR. When the interviewees were asked 

about how they came to take up the position of DPO and respectively about the recruitment process, 

Albert C., for example, stated: “The company needed someone who knew the internal processes, who 

could do something in a short time.” According to Richard R. the DPO appointment was filled in line with 

an internal fulfilment of requirements more than with any evident recruitment process: “The conclusion 

was that it was better to appoint an internal person.” Many of the internal candidates had no substantial 

prior knowledge of GDPR or what the DPO function entailed, or went through a formal recruitment 

process, as exemplified by the comment by Alvaro C.: “There was no recruitment process. It was a very 

natural step.” In fact, as the more common practice was by invitation of a board member, it might be 

deduced that the main requirements were prior experience with supervisory and regulatory procedures, 

in house influence and/or knowledge of IT.  

Theoretically, two professions emerge as best suited to the role of DPO: lawyers and certified 

information systems auditors (CISA), this is according to Thomas J. Shaw (2018). However, this was 

not evident from either the interviews or the research. First, none of the interviewees had those 

backgrounds; and secondly, the interviewees offered valid arguments to explain the reasons behind 

why a legal background (lawyer) was unsuitable. Even so, the interviewees highlighted the fact that it 

was essential to have a lawyer and/or an IT specialist on hand to directly support the DPO. Inevitably, 

all professions were seen to have their own advantages and disadvantages in relation to the ideal 

background of the DPO. Although, there is no specific GDPR-related rule that the DPO must come from 

a legal background, many skills that are necessary to the role of DPO point to it as a suitable professional 

qualification. However, it is essential the DPO have both legal as well as IT knowledge as part of an in-

depth understanding of GDPR. In addition, the research makes clear that the DPO should be a well-

respected person with in-house experience, who knows the company culture and politics, and that the 

role should have the support of a team including lawyers and IT personnel (Shaw, 2018). 

The interviewees inferred that a considerable gap exists in the recruitment procedure in place for hiring 

the DPO. Thus, while there is targeted or even excessive preoccupation by organizations initially in the 

first year, the lack of a proper recruitment process to fill the post of DPO, either by GDPR or internal 
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corporate governance, may create favourable scenarios for future exploitation and/or neglect. For 

example, a number of authors already refer to the occurrence of auditors willing to bend the compliance 

rules “a bit” as a “shop for compliant auditors” (deFond, 2018), so could the same happen with the role 

of the DPO — i.e. a “shop for compliant DPOs”? 

Describing their experience, the interviewees explained their methodology and actions in their role as 

DPO. The role of DPO “[…] is a function that can be very ungrateful, I recognize the importance of it, 

the added value is a very large paradigm change, but if it goes wrong it can create many antibodies.” 

(Francis C.). Others saw it from a more business-oriented perspective: “The role of the DPO is to help 

innovate in the solutions, the formulas and processes we have in place to sustain growth; it is the 

opportunity to grow more and innovate to improve customer experience, retention and consumption and 

increase our share.” (Richard R.) From an external DPO perspective, Bernard S. described his 

experience differently: “Our work has become more technical in the execution”; and classification of the 

role as a service provider means “there has been a lot of compliance work and awareness that the data 

must have an impact across the organization”, using a direct approach. He continues that here has been 

“a lot of action to bring the company to understand issues about the problems of personal data.”  

Following the change of mentality, what value does the DPO bring to an organization? The amplitude 

of responses varied greatly, conditional on the reputation, background and involvement of the 

postholder. Interviewees inferred that the responsibility bestowed on them by the board was of utmost 

significance, and, as such, the value direction tended to a business-oriented value proposition. In such 

a direction, Bernard S. mentioned: “This is not so much a matter of fines, but a question of added value 

for companies, how companies can handle the data, and especially in their relationship with the various 

players in the market.” Moreover, from his perspective: “The processing of data – as external DPO – the 

concern is that the treatment must be done from the perspective of what in terms of business and 

strategy is right without question.” (Bernard S.) This was a view complemented by Albert C., who 

focused on an additional imperative subject, that of reputational damage: “[...] more important than fines 

is the reputational damage brought by non-compliance.” Overall, the answers came to the same 

conclusion: that the DPO “protects the business and the company, naturally.” (Francis C.) Clearly, there 

is a need to reconcile business and data protection, as Richard R. outlines: “We must be smarter, we 

must find alternative ways, but they are not so cheap, it all costs money. The implementation has high 

costs”; the same interviewee provided another insight in relation to the potential value of the DPO by 

referring to the role’s access to customer complaints: “From the inbound customers we learn what they 

complain about; what they complain about provides input from which we have managed to extract rich 

information.”  

Organizations, businesses, corporations, they all figured out the value of data a long time ago, and 

consumers are only beginning to see the damage its unregulated use can inflict upon them. While there 

are many value propositions the DPO can offer to corporations, nonetheless, the business-oriented DPO 

stance reveals a gap – a mismatch between the value-proposition for the citizen/consumer against that 

of the organization. Not one of the interviewees identified this issue. It could be concluded, therefore, 

that such value is achievable only by constant pressure from external stakeholders (consumers, 
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regulation and supervision), which so far has been virtually non-existent. According to Figures 3 (p. 31), 

there have been three official fines, (based on the information made available by European Commission 

at 25 May of 2019), from among 136,682 complaints and data breaches across all of the 28 EU member 

states, with the largest relates to Google (Alphabet Inc.) for 50 million euros, which represents 0.006 

per cent of their 820-billion-dollar stock market value, whereas the other two were below 20,000 euros 

(see Figure 3d, p. 31). While, more recently, in July 2019, the UK Information Commissioner’s Office, 

as emitted two record breaking fines for the lack of security in a data breach, to British Airways and 

Marriot Hotel Group, for 183M£ and 100M£ each.  

The interviewees were asked to identify or summarize some of their experiences as the DPO role rose 

in importance. Francis C. described her experience: “It was a year of some indecision with companies 

very wary of large fines, and this meant that they did things that maybe they did not have to do”; adding 

a small criticism that “Not even citizens want that level of protection.” In the pharmaceutical sector, 

Michelle P. put forward a different argument: “This is an already ultra-regulated business [...] because 

we deal with very sensitive information. Did I notice differences? No. We were already careful.” Richard 

R., meanwhile, described his experience: “GDPR at the limits wears the hat that represents the customer 

experience. We need to transform our customers into promoters of our service and not into detractors.” 

The overriding consensus is that there must be an adaptation to this new mindset, and such adaptation 

must start from the top and filter down through the organization. Bernard S. elucidates this point: “It is 

not easy for the DPO, in companies where the administration is not very involved, to be able to bring 

about a change in the mentality or strategy. It will always be dependent; and there is an increased 

degree of external DPOs that may not even really exist, or certainly not be as accentuated as internal 

DPOs.” Nevertheless, even without due institutional support and even with the lack of historical cases 

and guidelines, DPOs performed their role using common sense and by supporting each other: “There 

is no doctrine. There are many new things that we do not know where to go with them.” (Albert C.) 

Similarly, “This is all live and learn.” (Richard R.) In short: “Having a DPO makes sense because we are 

living in a different world; we are actors in a world where access to information has to become more 

civilized.” (Michelle P.)  

There is still a great deal of non-definition in relation to both the role and value of the DPO. Motivating 

this lack of definition are internal factors, such as uncertainty about the value of the role and its position 

in the organization, and external factors, such as the lack of orientation and definition by the supervisory 

entities. To validate this point, Bulgaria, Czechia, Greece, Portugal and Slovenia are the only five EU 

member states that have still not yet adapted the mandatory national laws in relation to GDPR, which 

were approved three years ago. The conclusion to draw here is that non-definition and lack of 

supervision could devalue the role of the DPO.  

4.2 Core-development: Relationships and the power-dynamic among the different players 

Relationships, with the different players and stakeholders, and the DPO’s position within the 

organizational structure was a subject that held particular importance. Bernard S. began: “Regulation is 

more than a law as it brings added value to the relationship with all the various stakeholders.” The 

process must begin by identifying all the players, “[...] which we call Privacy Champions [...] who are 
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responsible for building the interface between the players and the organism that is somehow managing 

this.” (Richard R.) Subsequently, recognition of the obstacles such as the timeframe and consideration 

of the organization’s size are essential: “The path is difficult in a large organization, but it is necessary 

that every organization realizes that things have changed. Currently, this degree of alertness exists only 

in areas of criticism. This must be everyone’s topic.” (Richard R.). On the subject of getting employees 

to comply: “There were people, especially in marketing, who were opposed to what we wanted to do.” 

(Albert C.). Thus, focus fell on efforts to promote a new employee mindset: “In relation to all areas of the 

company the idea that customer privacy has to be by default was pursued, impacting everything, to 

change our thinking and how we develop products, systems, processes, etc. […] and therefore this was 

not always easy.” (Richard R.) This was a view complemented by Albert C.: “One of the themes for this 

year is the degree of sensitivity/awareness of the Company.” Changing the mentality of the board was 

another objective that falls within the DPO’s role, “It is very hard work in this first phase to pull the 

administration itself towards this theme.” (Bernard S.) This is a stance highlighted by Albert C., who was 

of the view that it all starts with the board “They must be sensitized; it must happen from top to bottom.” 

Albert C continues by talking about how culture change must involve the practical involvement of all 

departments and subcontractors: “One of our daily activities that has more weight are requests for 

advice on many internal drives, with special focus on the most innovative areas.” Inquiring about the 

DPO’s relationship with the board, the responses were quite similar, describing a monthly reporting 

relationship with the board member responsible: Richard R. said: “I report to an administrator, with whom 

I have a monthly meeting [...] where I report on the last month [...]. Typically it is a quick meeting.” He 

continues that there are also semi-annual meetings with the board, which are “Larger Meetings with the 

board, typically one or two a year whenever there are events that justify them.” (Richard R.) Also 

mentioned was evidence of the direct relationship with the DPO and a named board member, in part as 

a function to facilitate a fast mechanism of action in case of an emergency (i.e. a data breach).  

The case with external DPOs presents an altogether different relationship. In this contractual role, DPOs 

are viewed as service providers who provide training and external consulting, as stated by Bernard S., 

who stated that he communicates “With the board or with contact points. And if necessary, we will have 

to communicate directly with the board.” The same interviewee also suggests there is a noticeable 

difference in the execution: “We are present once a month for a week, for two or three days, we raise 

awareness, review processes and analyse issues.” This presents a less personal and involved function 

that may well prove to be less influential than the in-house DPO.  

The relationship between the DPO and the board requires further examination of the DPO’s position 

within the organizational structure. As the DPO’s role only recently came into existence, preparation for 

its introduction within organizations has been slow catching up. Thus the role, and its position within 

organizations needed creating from scratch, as mentioned by Albert C.: “One of the themes was that 

the whole body of internal governance was non-existent as was the normative body to provide a set of 

rules and internal procedures, so the company had to make use of internal practices. You must have a 

model of government that works and a team that works with processes and practice.” While GDPR 

guidelines do provide guidance, the reality is recurrently different – whether this is for practical reasons, 

cost or corporate interest. Francis C. defines the situation: “Initially, at the time, a DPO was 100% 
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desirable – there was a lot of work to do.” Richard R. echoes some of the other interviewees, describing 

“a somewhat stand-alone role, reporting directly to the executive committee, but without a direct team. 

There was an outside consulting team in connection with the legal and auditing and risk management 

areas.” (Richard R.) Others stated that the DPO’s role was created “as a multidisciplinary team within 

the company to provide the DPO service.” (Bernard S.) Albert C. stated that the DPO’s role “has the 

structure of a bank, operating within the organization, and giving instructions to it, actively intervening 

within the business.” All in all the result has been that each organization has been opting for a different 

operational structure, which, in terms of structure, has resulted in the DPO being supported by either an 

external or internal team, with legal and technical support. Sometimes the creation of quality- and data-

management departments were already partially in progress and then the DPO improved them once in 

post. In some cases, the DPO was directly involved in the process of launching new products rather 

than brought in as an advisor at the final stages, as Albert C. states: “[…] the role of the DPO is to create 

scenarios, or respond to scenarios, and identify risks.” Organizations delegate a variety of functions to 

the DPO, dependent on their prior competencies, in some cases with “[…] direct operational involvement 

within the company.” (Richard R.) Other DPOs, such as in the case of an external DPO, stated: “The 

DPO’s role is understood more from the perspective of assessment and recommendations […]; as 

external people we do not intervene much.” (Bernard S)  

Delving deeper into the issue at hand, two other topics were discussed: firstly, the potential for a conflict 

of interest and the independent principle, and secondly the DPO’s accountability. The rationale behind 

this line of questioning relates to how the DPO can perform the role’s functions, while avoiding a conflict 

of interest and maintaining independence, if the role is business oriented, accumulates two functions, 

and when, inevitably, the postholder’s contract is with the organization. As one of the interviewees 

stated, since the DPO is still an employee this presents a problem: “The position was instigated because 

the DPO is dedicated to performing the functions of the role, but part of the time the DPO has to be 

dedicated to the company.” (Michelle P.) Getting more directly to the point, Francis C. stated that if the 

role has “two functions, one will be left behind.” Furthermore, there was the question of how the DPO’s 

role can influence practice if the DPO is not responsible for his or her decisions; as one interviewee 

suggested, “[…] fortunately the DPO is free from risk.” (Richard R.).  

This last statement is particularly concerning. However, none of the interviewees suggested that they 

were irresponsible when going about their job; rather the opposite was true, as they enumerated a list 

of functions including the risk, responsibilities and decisions they took in their role as DPO. However, 

there is a clear gap in the mentality of the DPO and the real function of the role. It seems unrealistic for 

the DPO, or any professional role, to come with relevant responsibilities and be an active part in 

decision-making process, without the individual accepting responsibility and accountability. Both the 

independence and lack of accountability of the DPO is incompatible with the current importance of the 

position and responsibility bestowed on it by the GDPR, and organizations’ dependence on the role in 

terms of corporate risk. While the role may appear feasible in theory, nonetheless, it appears not to be 

enforceable. 
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There are two important reasons why examining the DPO–board relationship is worthwhile. First, to 

understand the level of responsibility the board confers to its DPO. This was something called out by 

Richard R.: “People understand that the DPO is an important figure, and the fact that the law requires 

the DPO to report to the administration gives it also ascendance and power for the rest of the 

organization to respect, and this is very important.” Second, is the nature of the role the DPO plays 

within the board: is she or he an auditor, advisor, lawyer, supervisor, employee, business partner or a 

service provider? The suggestion from among the interviewees was that there is no clear role for the 

DPO: each organization conceived their own image of the DPO role, influenced more by the person 

appointed than the regulation itself. The person chosen for the post of DPO reflects the importance 

given to the role by organizations. The more influential, experienced and widely known, the greater the 

influence and power the DPO has on the structure of the organization and the board, resulting in 

recommendations that have more influence to block or promote a certain strategy.  

To conclude on this subject area, the relationship between the DPO and the board develops naturally 

enough as normally seen in this sort of hierarchical relationship. However, one of the gaps in the DPO’s 

function is the protection bestowed on the role. For example, while the DPO’s function is to advise and 

inform, if the circumstances demand, the DPO might have no choice but to submit a complaint to the 

supervisory board. Furthermore, the protection mechanisms in place (i.e. the DPO cannot be penalised 

or dismissed), are unrealistic, for anyone who performs admirably all the DPO functions under GDPR, 

but costs the organization a multi-million euro fine, say, will inevitably suffer the consequences. 

Therefore, there is little benefit for the person performing the DPO function to do so compliantly. 

The competencies of the DPO are more relevant than initially predicted. This is because organizations 

developed their DPO post around the proficiencies of the person appointed initially. Granted, this 

strategy may prove to be effective, but nonetheless it raises the question of how the consumer can trust 

the DPO appointed. To answer this question, 50 listed companies were analysed (see Figures 2a 

(below) and 2b, p. 28) from the perspective of a consumer (following the rules mandated by GDPR). 

 

An initial search took place for DPOs via the published (official) websites of organizations and then a 

search-engine search followed. Secondly, a brief examination of the characteristics of the DPO 

Listed market Type of DPO Designation Identification of the DPO 
CAC 40 6 No clear designation 15 Identifiable physical person 2 
DAX 30 7 Direct designation 2 No information 15 
Dow Jones 9 Privacy department 33 Generic contacts 33 
IBEX 35 10     
PSI 20 18     

Internal/Outsourced 
DPO Requirement: Based on 
Complexity Risk 

Area  

Internal 35 Imperative 38 Energy 3 
No clear information 15 Medium 3 Financial 20 

  Low 8 Hotels 1 

    Industrial 6 

    Pharmaceutical 5 

   Retail 6 
   Technological 8 
Total number of listed corporations analysed = 50  

Figure 2a: Results of the findings of the informational research into DPOs in listed corporations (from Figure 2b, p. 28) 
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appointed was conducted, alongside the position of the DPO in the company’s structure (internal or 

external), using information publicly available, such as the biography on the organization’s website. 

From the 50 listed companies, a prior classification was made, based on the sector, to define the DPO’s 

obligations – classified as imperative (39), medium (8), and low (8). The results were surprising, as 

Figure 2a (p. 20) and Figure 2b (p. 28) demonstrate, showing that only in two companies, both of which 

were banks, was it possible to identify the DPO appointed by name. Of the others, 15 published no 

information and 33 published generic information. Furthermore, most companies chose to employ an 

internal DPO (35) – a conclusion reached based on the type of contacts available – while of the other 

15 it was not possible to classify. These numbers are staggering considering that most of these 

organizations deal with highly sensitive and valuable data, that they are all part of complex business 

groups, and that transparency and identification of the DPO are the very cornerstones of GDPR. 

As suggested, the lack of transparency is a relevant gap from which several concerns arise, and yet the 

interviewees were unable to provide a logical explanation for this scenario of unidentifiable DPOs. To 

overcome this the Fit and Proper (F&T) regime may serve as a solution, for several reasons. The DPO 

is a function that comes with an extreme level of responsibility and vast requirements in terms of 

competence, yet the responsibility for compliance and consequences for not filling the role with the best 

candidate is the responsibility of the organizations themselves. Research of the market suggests that 

this scenario does not happen in any other relevant or mandatory functions. For example, take certified 

accountants, auditors or lawyers, they all need certification, and in the case of board members in 

banking they also need approval. No other legal or regulatory position has been identified that does not 

require some type of certification or approval. This suggests, therefore, that not imposing the same level 

of scrutiny to the role of the DPO, which, as stressed already, is essential to the protection of the 

fundamental rights of all citizens, is the first step on a dangerous path for the future. Nonetheless, the 

interviewees identified many problems with implementation of F&P (or certification) categorization: 

“There are not many people in Portugal who have the capacity to perform the DPO function alone [...] 

one person alone cannot own all the necessary competencies.” (Bernard S.) Furthermore, the same 

interviewee drew attention to the fact that small-and medium-size organizations “[…] do not have the 

capacity to create internal teams that can support the DPO.” The same interviewee went further to state: 

“Certification will result in a professional who will be high cost, but guarantee nothing to the company.” 

While agreeing with the administrative obstacles, the interviewees were unable to identify the profile 

best suited to the DPO role, or explain why, or if, their own appointment as DPO complied with the 

regulations. Nevertheless, the person profile of the DPO was identified as important: “It must be 

someone who knows the business very well and is sensitive to the issues.” (Francis C.) Bernard S., on 

the other hand, favoured a team model, saying: “it is safer to have a team with these three valences 

than a lone DPO.” In conclusion, to overcome this gap, enforcement of a mandatory system is 

necessary, but due to the DPO being a relatively new role such a system is not currently viable. 

4.3 Conclusions: The DPO’s influence over strategic decision-making 

On the matter of the DPO’s influence over strategic decision-making, the respondents defended 

primarily the role’s importance. Michelle P., for example, labelling the role “essential”, stated: “Having 
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the DPO is very important, it is someone highly evaluated, who has the skills necessary to attack the 

problems and give the necessary guidelines in order to act in a timely way and in the correct manner.” 

The same interviewee complemented this view with another perspective, that “The DPO must know the 

company from the inside. The postholder must know the processes. Oh yes! The DPO can really 

damage innovation if they don’t know the essence of the processes.” 

The design of one of the questions in the questionnaire was to attract comment on the statement “The 

DPO limits growth and innovation.” The answers, as inferred, were in line with the influence and status 

that each DPO had within their organization. The interviewees’ mainly assumed that the DPO does not 

limit innovation; on the contrary, the DPO helps to create more efficient and innovative solutions. As 

Albert C. noted, “The role of the DPO at this stage is to raise awareness within and of the organization 

– putting yourself at the heart of innovation and not against it. Otherwise, your position in this role does 

not fulfil the purpose that was intended. Being on the side of the business, you must also keep up with 

things. And there must be a mindset around innovation that already incorporates the ideas of 

innovation.” In contrast, others admitted that the lack of autonomy, tools, or authority to find a solution 

that met with the interests of both the company and GDPR would inevitably block or limit innovation. 

Francis C. argued: “The perception this can give is that the DPO’s role limits innovation: increasingly 

today, if you want to communicate by any means, mainly digital, all that is necessary at the level of 

resources to comply with the regulation is clearly limiting innovation.” Two of the other interviewees 

looked at the issue from an alternative perspective, pointing out that it is the role of the DPO to support 

decision-making: “In grey areas, it can clearly support strategic decision-making in order to adapt them 

to the reality.” (Michelle P). Meanwhile, Albert C. summed up the question in a simple phrase “To take 

no risk is to close the door.”  

From the research, the inference is that a consciousness exists that the vision for the role of DPO was 

not to limit growth and innovation, even though the perception might be that it does so, but accidentally, 

due to the lack of tools or influence the DPO holds within the organization. Inadvertently, therefore, the 

DPO may delay or block strategic decision-making. The conclusion to draw from this, in order to 

overcome this issue, is that were the DPO’s role reinforced in the internal corporate governance rule 

and within the departments and management, the role would earn greater trust and become more 

efficient. 

Following this topic, the interviewees were questioned about the possibility of a veto power. As expected, 

the answers were in the negative – a veto power does not exist – even while the DPOs did not want to 

take on such a huge responsibility. Francis C. entertained the hypothesis and stated that a veto power 

“Could [step in], but when it is not at all possible to fit the regulations, this power appears naturally. [...] 

The decision not to be able to implement [a veto] should prevail.” Others argued that it would be very 

useful for the DPO to have the power to veto, in view of the risk relating to the activities of the role. 

Nonetheless, ultimately, the decision-making power rests with the board. Moreover, if the DPO replaces 

the board, it is incompatible with the corporate governance principles already in place, as Richard R. 

pointed out: “It may be useful, but, ultimately, the decision is made by the executive committee. 

Personally, I believe more in consent: I think the high school organizations work better, and should I get 
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to a point where I had to come to a decision I would not let that happen. I would say that the DPO cannot 

justify it, if at the same time he is taking personal responsibility.” There was a certain consensus that, 

providing the DPO in post had the skills and influence, the power of veto was not necessary, as “it never 

reaches the veto point. The organization has followed the guidelines.” (Albert C.) Alternatively, as 

Richard R. illustrates: “In practice you are asked to give your opinion based on the information you hold 

and the conversations you have had with the company, and then it is up to the board to decide.” These 

comments proved to be illuminating insights – suggesting that the veto power may attest to its 

usefulness, but nonetheless, currently, as the GDPR bestows a great deal of power to the DPO, and 

this may indirectly block any decision-making powers, it is not in the form of a veto.  

Questioned about whether they have intervened in strategic decision-making in the past, either by 

issuing an unfavourable opinion or, in the extreme, presented a GDPR complaint, the interviewees, 

fortunately, had never experienced such a situation. The suggestion was that a well-established 

relationship with the board, along with clear rules of corporate governance allows the DPO, or the board, 

to exercise their role without the performance of either being limited. In short, one of the interviewees 

stated that the relationship and its influence on the board consisted of “the board guiding our proposal 

for action, or not, by making small adjustments.” (Albert C.) Nevertheless, the interviewees argued, there 

is a need for an overall change in mentality regarding the DPO’s responsibility and intervention in the 

organization’s decision-making: “There is a misconception […] people look to the DPO as the person 

with maximum responsibility, responsible uniquely and exclusively for the protection of data. This poses 

some difficulties in the DPO’s relationship with the company.” (Bernard S.) Ultimately, as a gap already 

identified, the responsibility falls to the board to make the final decision, while it is the DPO’s 

responsibility to supervise its legality or guide it, even if the implication of this is that the DPO, at some 

point, could be left with no other option than to present a formal complaint to the regulatory authorities. 

As to the future of the DPO’s role, some of the respondents, specifically Albert C., defended the evolution 

of the role: “In a future model, the DPO will be an external person who provides the organization with 

their opinions, and articulates these with an area or department of privacy.”, while Michelle P argued 

that due to the requirements of GDPR, such as the principles of independence and conflict of interest, 

only an external person could fulfil the purpose envisioned for the DPO’s role, as then the postholder 

“does not have the restrictions that the regulation imposes on the DPO, like conflict of interest.”, 

furthermore she also recommended exercising caution, due partly to the DPO’s recent introduction. He 

thought organizations should take great care: “The DPO may not at this stage be seen by the 

organization [as important], not in the sense that they can do the job, but in the sense that they must do 

the job with varying amounts of care.” 

Undeniably, the DPO is more important than imagined by consumers: “People still do not have a good 

idea of what the data can generate. Data-owners are not yet aware of the value of the data.” (Michelle 

P). Due to the value of data, inevitably it will fall to the organization to define the risk, whereby 

reputational risk will always take precedence over the risk of penalties or fines.  

Overall, a gap is evident in the definition of the DPO’s role within organizations. This research reveals 

the various valid arguments and benefits of the different functions each DPO assumes in their respective 
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organizations. Undoubtedly, there is direct and indirect intervention in the strategic decision-making of 

organizations, which probably was not part of the initial objective envisioned by introducing GDPR. 

Nonetheless, while the intervention directives are very much present they are yet undefined. This lack 

of definition is in itself a gap and is present in many of the gaps identified in this research. Such a lack 

of definition is not present in similar functions, for example, while the auditor, accountant and compliance 

function respectively are responsible for auditing, accounting and complying, the DPO’s function is less 

simple to define, as the role acquires many different functions. As all interviewees mentioned in one way 

or another, the role is still very recent, lacks guidelines, case law or studies to rely upon, and is 

dependent mostly at present on instinct and community. Many of the actions are, and will be into the 

near future, based on trial and error, and the consequences of this ad hoc scenario have yet to be fully 

realized.  

To conclude, below the research summary sets out the gaps and inferences in narrative form, while 

Figure 5 (right) illustrates the same points in graphic form: 

1. Recruitment process: companies are entirely responsible for 

defining the role and appointing a DPO. As there is no uniform 

or mandated recruitment process, as a consequence the 

process does not facilitate straightforward external control and 

permits a large amplitude of the DPO’s role; 

2. Mentality of the DPO and the role’s real function: almost 

exclusively business-oriented, actively protecting and defending 

the organization from inherent risks, the DPO’s function is 

inevitably business-oriented to benefit shareholders, and there is 

an immaterial definition of function for some stakeholders, i.e. 

the consumer; 

3. Value-proposition for the consumer: with a clear business 

agenda, it was not possible to identify what value the DPO’s role 

actively contributes to the average consumer beyond obligatory 

compliance with GDPR; 

4. External factors: the lack of orientation and the absence of a 

definition by the supervisory organization, or 

enforcement/control of the DPO’s role presents a risk of non-

compliance. Such manifest unawareness is not favourable to 

allowing the DPO to contribute and influence positively the 

strategic decisions of the company; 

5. Protection of the DPO: currently the measures of protection, over which the DPO has no control, 

are unrealistic. The inherent consequences of this on the DPO are that it could encourage the 

postholder not to oppose or influence (unethical) board decisions, which will negatively affect 

the DPO’s influence and relevance both with other stakeholders and the organization; 

Figure 5: Identified gaps and 

inferences. Illustration by the 

author. 
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6. Lack of transparency: makes difficult the function of the DPO and impairs overall trust in the 

role. Since the role is not easily recognized (externally or internally), this makes limiting and 

controlling the role easier, but ultimately this limits the development of the DPO’s purpose; 

7. Intervention in strategic decision-making: it is not clear that it ever was the intention of GDPR to 

give the DPO’s role the level of influence to intervene it currently has. Nonetheless as the reality 

exists this is the situation to which organizations must adapt. Therefore, it is necessary to 

regulate its mandate, by limiting or defining its influence within corporate governance.  

5 Academic research, practice and final comments 

5.1 Relevance of the dissertation for academic research and the business world 

A new disruptive reality is shaping the mentality and behaviour of the business world in the twenty-first 

century. This dissertation has sought to research the impact this is having on organizations at board 

level and other stakeholders. In addition, the aim of this research has been to delve deeper into this 

issue — to look at whether the DPO is responsible for exerting influence in the modern technologically 

driven economy, and also to address the gaps identified during the investigation. 

The interest of this dissertation, highlighted in the preliminary research, lies in its appraisal and portrayal 

of the function of the DPO both in the business world and in academia. This research exercise has 

resulted in identification of the shortcomings between what the regulation states and its application in 

practice in the business world. In the researcher’s opinion, the dissertation holds interest for 

professionals involved in the fields of corporate governance, banking as well as risk-management. 

The researcher’s professional capacity – as the person responsible for the development and 

implementation of GDPR compliance within corporations – influenced the choice of subject matter 

chosen for this dissertation. While practising his role, a concern of interest arose as the result of 

detecting that there was an overall non-definition and uncertainty about the DPO’s actual influence and 

function within organizations. It was notable that the boards of organizations experienced, unexpectedly, 

difficulty in understanding the nature of the DPO’s role, and inevitably this is what has led in large part 

to the lack of definition and, hence, person specification, when appointing someone to the role. In 

particular, it has proved intriguing to the researcher to try to understand the future consequences of the 

appointment, especially since there are no commonly held principles of practice in place.  

The current dissertation contributes to academic knowledge by recognizing the relevant gaps. It allows 

for the identification of potential solutions pertinent to corporate governance principles, such as to “reflect 

their management’s and board of directors’ view of the motivations, challenges, solutions and rewards 

for devising and putting in place better governance rules and practices” (OECD, 2017). The issues 

relating to the DPO and GDPR are also relevant within the scope of competitive advantage (Porter, 

1985) since the research supports the notion that the DPO can affect positively or negatively innovation 

and development. As such, therefore, the strategy each corporation conveys in its data-use policy and 

its selection and positioning of its DPO within the organization can result in either a competitive 

advantage or its opposite. 
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Admittedly, research into the responsibilities and influence of the DPO within the scope of the role’s 

functions is a relatively under-researched area, in large part because it is such a recent issue, the role 

only recently elevated by GDPR legislation. Consequently, due to this being an underdeveloped area in 

both the academic-research and business literature, what at first appears as a problem in need of a 

solution also offers an interesting opportunity for additional research and investigation. For 

organizations, their efforts so far to comply with GDPR are only the beginning, for they will be responsible 

for much of the work undertaken in the future, including the implementation of reviewed and updated 

codes of conduct, corporate guidelines, as well as the development of an internal control framework 

and/or stewardship codes.  

Finally, this research has sought to understand whether the elevated role bestowed on the DPO after 

GDPR came into force really affected the paradigm of corporate responsibility. The objective was to 

conclude whether one consequence of the GDPR’s mandate was that it provided the DPO with greater 

influence over the strategic decision making of organizations. Although the issues raised by this topic at 

first might not seem important, they have proved to be of great interest. In fact, several indicators 

suggested during the development of this research that the apparent excessive influence bestowed on 

the DPO is liable to inhibit the board’s decision-making processes. 

5.2 Final comments, influencing stakeholders and further research 

The data protection laws and the DPO’s role in upholding them represent a paradigm shift in corporate 

responsibility. The DPO’s role in its current manifestation has been around for a couple of years to 

protect both electronic and analogue data in most of the EU member states, while in Germany, for 

example, these laws have been the reality for the last decade. Thus, German regulation is the basis for 

most of the rules in relation to GDPR. Nonetheless, the impact is felt most keenly in the principle of 

privacy by default and the responsibilities imposed, and not simply the mandatory DPO appointment. 

Organizations know that they must be extra meticulous in their strategic decision-making and in their 

appointments now that data is no longer a secondary concern but a priority for any organization. 

Consequently, as the organization’s choice of DPO reflects the value the board attributes to this concern, 

this means that the person (or team selected) should be a highly competent, valued and influential 

person within the organization. Appointing capable, qualified, aspirational personnel will directly result 

in the engaged and pro-active performance of the DPO; thus, inevitably, the DPO will directly intervene 

in the strategic decision-making process or in the definition of the methodology to implement the GDPR 

strategy in practice, modifying these to suit their own perspective of GDPR compliance.  

Without question, GDPR has forced companies to do what they should have been doing all along; that 

is, to respect privacy and treat data responsibly. The idea that data protection is there to protect the data 

belonging to individuals, to protect the right to personal privacy, as well as to protect the needs of 

corporations and governments to collect and benefit from people’s personal data, calls for a total change 

in mentality. This may be the most important aspect of GDPR. Responsible data use and protection of 

personal privacy were the very things the DPO role was intended to enforce – using all the tools 

available, including intervening in the decision-making process at board level, even of multi-billion 

corporations whose direct and indirect impact on society are too relevant to continue to overlook. This 
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is only achievable with a vertical change in mentality, from top to bottom, within corporations as well as 

government departments. Undoubtedly, for GDPR to become part of the embedded behavioural culture 

of organizations requires time. The fact is, however, that in an era when the business world seems 

motivated only by the idea of profit, only the massive fines and/or threat to corporate reputation the 

GDPR is allowed to impose for breaches is likely to provide the fuel that will drive the required 

transformation. Without sanctions such as these, there would be no incentive for businesses to act, and 

the consumer would be left unprotected. This is particularly concerning, considering the growth of the 

giant corporations such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, as well as in the banking and health sector, 

and yet, importantly, it ought to be stressed that the objective of GDPR is fundamentally not to limit or 

stop growth and innovation.  

Other concerns arise in relation to the subject of the DPO’s role that the current dissertation has not 

directly addressed, but which are nonetheless worth mentioning: these include harmonization and the 

risk of corporate evasion by moving to favourable (less controlled) jurisdictions within the EU. At the 

same level, is the idea of a “shop for a compliant DPO”-scenario, which is something that has occurred 

within the auditing, accountancy and legal market; and then there is the geo-political influence, 

exemplified by the uncertainty brought about by Brexit. 

The future of the DPO in corporate governance will require additional development sector by sector and 

attention to the definition of the nature of the DPO role itself. New guidelines, case studies, legal 

precedent, and training will mean that the role is subject to constant evolution, which one day may 

include certification, implementation of the Fit and Proper regime and updates to the lines of defence 

and governance models. The effects of the strategies in use now are still to manifest, but nonetheless 

corporate governance will have to be poised and ready to adapt to the changing paradigm. 
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Corporation Listed Type of DPO Designation Identification of the DPO Internal/Outsourced DPO Need: Based on Complexity Risk Area

EDP - Energias de Portugal, SA PSI 20 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Energy

REN - SGPS, S.A. PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Low Energy

EDP Renováveis, S.A. PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Low Energy

Galp Energia, SGPS S.A. PSI 20 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Low Energy

Société Générale S.A. CAC 40 DPO Direct Designation Identifiable physical person Internal Imperative Financial

AXA S.A. CAC 40 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

BNP Paribas S.A. CAC 40 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Crédit Agricole Group CAC 40 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Allianz SE DAX 30 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Deutsche Bank AG DAX 30 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Bayer AG DAX 30 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

JPMorgan Chase & Co Dow Jones No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Imperative Financial

Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. Dow Jones Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

American Express Company Dow Jones Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Bankia S.A. IBEX 35 DPO Direct Designation Identifiable physical person Internal Imperative Financial

CaixaBank SA IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Mapfre, S.A. IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Banco Santander, S.A. IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Banco de Sabadell, S.A IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria S.A IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Bankinter S.A. IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

CTT - Correios de Portugal, S.A. PSI 20 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Banco Comercial Português S.A. PSI 20 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Financial

Sonae Capital PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Medium Financial

Meliá Hotels International, S.A. IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Hotels

Mota-Engil SGPS, S.A. PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Low Industrial

F. Ramada Aços e Indústrias S.A. PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Low Industrial

Altri, SGPS, S.A. PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Low Industrial

The Navigator Company, S.A. PSI 20 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Low Industrial

Corticeira Amorim, SGPS, S.A PSI 20 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Low Industrial

Semapa, SGPS PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Medium Industrial

Fresenius Medical Care DAX 30 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Pharmaceutical

Merck KGaA DAX 30 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Pharmaceutical

Merck KGaA Dow Jones Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Pharmaceutical

Procter & Gamble Company Dow Jones Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Pharmaceutical

Pfizer, Inc. Dow Jones Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Pharmaceutical

Carrefour S.A. CAC 40 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Imperative Retail

L'Oréal S.A. CAC 40 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Medium Retail

Inditex -Industria de Diseño Textil S.A. IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Retail

Sonae SGPS PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Imperative Retail

Ibersol Restauração, S.A. PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Imperative Retail

Jerónimo Martins SGPS, S.A PSI 20 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Retail

Deutsche Telekom AG DAX 30 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Technological

SAP SE DAX 30 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Technological

Microsoft Corporation Dow Jones No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Imperative Technological

Twitter, Inc. Dow Jones No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Imperative Technological

Cisco Systems, Inc. Dow Jones Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Technological

Telefónica S. A. IBEX 35 Privacy Department Generic Contacts Internal Imperative Technological

PHAROL, SGPS S.A. PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Imperative Technological

NOS, SGPS PSI 20 No Clear Designation No information No Clear Information Imperative Technological

Figure 2b: Research of DPO in 50 Listed Companies
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Figures 3a–3d1  

 
Figure 3a: Accumulated number of complaints to the data protection authorities 

 
Figure 3b: Accumulated number of data breaches, notifications of accidental or unlawful disclosure by 
organizations or DPOs 

 

Figure 3c: Cross-border cases between EU member states and third countries 

Violation Value Location 

A social network operator for failing to secure users’ data  EUR 20.000,00 Germany 

Sports betting café for unlawful video surveillance  EUR 5.280,00 Austria 

Google for lack of consent on advertising  EUR 50.000.000,00 France 
2British Airways security breach and lack of security £ 183.000.000,00  UK 
3Marriott Group security breach and lack of security £ 99.000.000,00 UK 

Total number of fines issued in all 28 member states 3  

Binding decisions by the European Data Protection Board 0  

Figure 3d: Fines issued in all 28 Member States since 25 May 2018 until 11 July 2019  

                                                           
1 Information for Figures 3a–3c from the European Commission [online] https://ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-
political/files/infographic-gdpr_in_numbers_1.pdf , last accessed 11 July 2019. 
2 Information from the UK Information Commissioner’s Office, [online] https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-
blogs/2019/07/intention-to-fine-marriott-international-inc-more-than-99-million-under-gdpr-for-data-breach/ last accessed 11 July 
2019. 
3 Information from the UK Information Commissioner’s Office, [online] https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-
blogs/2019/07/statement-ico-announces-intention-to-fine-british-airways/ last accessed 11 July 2019. 
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Figures 4a–4c4 

 

Figure 4a: The DPO side by side with senior management, reporting directly to the board. 

 

 

Figure 4b: The DPO role as the fourth line of defence 

 

 

Figure 4c: The DPO acting externally 
  

                                                           
4 Figures 4a–4c are the authors own. 
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